CHANNEL SQUARE TAPERED

DESIGN FEATURES

Anchor channel for two-piece system. Ridged faces provided for taping and floating and unique tapered square edges create a dynamic look when paired with an insert piece. Can be used in conjunction with 5/8" drywall, panel installation and with wrapped surface finishes such as fabric or vinyl wall coverings. Used vertically or diagonally and in approved conditions, horizontally.

MATERIAL

Available in 10' length. 6063 T5 aluminum with standard clear anodized or primed finish. Anodized color and powder coating finishes available with custom color matching.

Green Building and LEED

Tamlyn products can earn or contribute to credits in categories MR 4.1 and MR 4.2. These credits require a minimum percentage of the value of the building materials to be recycled. Also EQ, Low Emitting Materials Credit and EA, Optimized Energy Performance Credit. Tamlyn products are typically made from 75-100% post industrial and post consumer scrap.

For more details and LEED letters contact Technical Support at 844-334-1676.
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